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Abstract— Software projects today are more gigantic than ever before with teams spanning the globe working on the same program test strategies are changing rapidly. A culture of quality in all part of the organization is essential for software testing successes. This paper is concerned with diagnosing the impact of test strategy in software testing through analyzing the factors considered before software testing effort is initiated software testing must be planned carefully to avoid wasting development time and resources. Test specification document should be reviewed like all other software engineering work products.

Index Terms— strategy, test, software testing, test strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

According Jeff Nyman (2011), a test strategy is a framework for making decision about value. It is a set of choice and a set of idea. The choices and ideas defines the activity that you will undertake as you test. Test strategy should at first address two important factors

➢ Risk that matters most
➢ Someone’s interest

A test strategy is the connection between your testing activities and the purpose of your testing function. It is what you do in a given situation to accomplish the purpose of the testing. The choice of test strategy is one of the most powerful factor in the success of the test effort and the accuracy of the test plans and estimates. According to John Overbaugh (2014), a test strategy is a losliness view to how you will test a product. It is the approach you will take, the tools and methodologies you will use to deliver the highest possible quality, the test strategy consists of a myriad of methodologies, activities, and staffing solutions. The test strategy sets the overall acceptable bar and calls out how the team will achieve that bar. It is tha sum of all the inputs, in an organized plan.

In the order hand, software testing is a set of activities that can be planned in advanced and conducted sequentially. For this purpose a template for software testing are developed to define a set of steps into which we can place specific test case design techniques and testing methods for the software process. A member of software testing strategies have been proposed in the software testing literature in the past. All provide the software developer with a template for testing and all have the following characteristics.

Testing begins at the component level and works outward toward the integration of the entire computer-based system.

Different testing techniques are appropriate at different point in time.

Testing is conducted by the developer of the software and by independent test group for large projects.

Testing and debugging are different activities, but debugging must be accommodated in any test strategy.

A strategy for software testing testing should accommodate low-level test that are necessary to verify that a small source code segment has been correctly implemented as well as high-level tests that validate major system functions against customer requirements. A strategy must provide guidance for the practitioner. Since the steps of the test strategy occur at a time when when deadline pressure begins to rise, progress should be measurable and problem should surface as early as possible. Software testing is a process that can be systematically planned and specified. Test case design can be conducted, a strategy can be defined, and results can be evaluated against prescribed expectations.

Fig1: Generic software test strategy model
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II. ORGANIZING FOR SOFTWARE TESTING

The software engineer create a computer program, its documentation, and related data structures. Like any constructive builder, the software engineer is proud of the edifice that has been built and looks askance at anyone who attempts to tear it apart when software testing commences, there is a subtle yet definite attempt to ‘destroy’ the thing that
the software engineer has built. Psychologically speaking, software testing can be considered as distractive.

The software developer is always responsible for testing the individual units of the program, ensuring that each performs the functions for which it was designed. In many cases, the developer also conducts integration testing.

A testing step that leads to the construction and test of the completed program structure. It is only after the software architecture is completed that an independent test group becomes involved.

The role of an independent test group is to remove the inherent problem associated with letting the builder test the thing that has been built. Independent testing helps to removes the conflict of interest that may otherwise be present. She is part of the software development project team in the sense that it becomes involved during the specification activity and stays involved throughout a large project. The independent test group reports to the quality assurance organization, thereby gaining independent that would not otherwise be possible.

III. A SOFTWARE TESTING STRATEGY

The software engineering process may be viewed as the spiral illustrated in fig.1 below. Initially, system engineers define the role of software that leads to software requirements analysis.

Where the information domain, function, behavior, performance, constraints, and validation entwine for software are established.

Further in ward along the spiral we come to design and finally coding. To develop computer software, we spiral in ward along streamlines that deer eases the level of abstraction on each turn.

A strategy for software testing may also be viewed in the context of the spiral (fig-1). Unit testing begin at the vortex of the spiral and concentrates on each couponing of the software as implemented outward along the spiral to integration testing, where the focus in on design and the construction of the software architecture. For another turn outward on the spiral, we come across validation testing, where requirements analysis are validated against the software that has been constructed. Finally, we take a turn that arrives at system testing where the software and other elements are tested as a whole. To test computer software, we spiral out along stream lines that broaden the scope of testing with each turn.

Dynamic test strategy: Dynamic strategies, such as exploratory testing is concentrating on finding as many defects as possible during test execution and adapting to the realities of the system under test as it is when delivered. For example, you may create a lightweight set of testing guidelines that focuses on rapid adaption or known weaknesses in software.

Standard-compliant test strategy: This is about reliance upon an externally developed approach to testing with little customization and varying time involvement in testing. For example, time involvement in testing. For example, one may adopt the IEEE 829 standard for testing, using books such as [craig,2002] on [Drawback, 2004] to fill in the metrological gaps one may also adopt one of the agile metrological such as extreme programming.

Regression-averse test strategy: This is a set of procedures that is usually automated and detest regression defeats. It moles automating functional test prior to release of the function. It focuses on testing functions that already have been released which form post release effort.

Consultative test strategy: this have in common the reliance on a group of non-testers to guide and perform the testing effort with emphasizes on later stages of testing simply due to the lack of recognition of the value of early testing. For example, you may ask the user or developer of the system to tell you what to test or even rely upon them.

Methodical test strategy: this strategy; this strategy have in common the adherence to a pre-planned, systematized approach that has been developed internally, assembled from various concepts developed in-house and adapted from outside ideas at various feasting time efforts. For example you designing and poetizing the test based on risk. Another analytical test strategy in the requirements based strategy, where an analysis of the requirement specification forms the basis for planning, estimating and designing test.

Half of these strategies are more preventive whereas others are more reactive. For example analytical test strategies involve upfront analysis of the test basis and tend to identity problems prior to test execution. This allows the early and cheap removal of defects’ which forms the strength of preventive approaches.

On the other hand Dynamic test strategy focuses on the test execution period that allows the location of defects and defects clusters that might have been hard to remove until the actual system is developed. This forms the strength of reactive approaches.

Rather than see the echo of strategies (preventive or enactive), it is better to understand that there is no one best way to test a particular situation, therefore feel free to bonnet and blend May have a checklist that you put together over the years that suggest areas of testing to run on you may follows industrial standard for software quality such as ISO 1926 to test your major outlined areas.

Model-based test strategy: this type of test strategy is about the selection of some formal or informal model for critical system behaviors during the requirement and design stage of the project for example, you can build a mathematical model for loading and responding to e-commerce servers and test

IV. TYPES OF TEST STRATEGIES

The major and commonly used test strategies are gunned into the following types:

- System Testing
- Validation Testing
- Integration Testing
- Unit Testing
- Code
- Design
- Requirement
- System Engineering

Fig.2 Spiral Testing Strategy Model
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based on the model. The system is deemed fit if the behavior conforms to that predicted by the model.

Analytical test strategy: This involves the use of formal or informal analytical techniques usually during the requirement and the design stage of the project. For example, the risk-based strategy involves performing a risk analysis using project document and stakeholders input, then planning, estimating, impact of test strategic. The impact of test strategies in software testing in better understood in considering the following factors that are of vital importance in software testing.

Risk: Risk management is very critical during testing; we have to consider risks and the level of risk. For a defined application that is metamorphosing slowly, regression is an important risk strategy that makes sense. For a brand view application, a risk analysis may save the trouble and so we go for risk-based analytical strategy.

Objectives: software testing as a matter of fact must satisfy the needs and requirements of the stakeholders to be successful. If the objective in to find as many defects as possible with a minimal amount of disposable time and effort invested, just like an independent test laboratory, a dynamic strategy would be comfortable.

Skills: A strategy is not only chosen, it must be executed. A standard compliant strategy is a good choice when you lack the time and skills in your team to create your own approach.

Product: Product like weapon systems and contract-developments. This synergies with a requirement-based analytical strategy.

Regulation: In addition to stakeholders, regulators should satisfied in an test, efforts. In this case, we may need to plan a methodical test strategy that satieties these regulators that we have met all their requirements.

Business: Business considerations and business continuity are often important. So if we are to use a legacy system as a model for a view system, then a model based strategy is a good option.

We must close testing strategies with an edge towards the factors mentioned earlier, the schedule, budget, feature constraints of the project, the realities of the organization and its politics must mention here without any fear of contradiction, that a good team with wise test strongly can sometimes triumph over a situation where materials, process and delaying factors are ranged against its success. However, talented execution of an unwise test strategy is like going very fast down a highway in the wrong direction. Therefore, we must make smart choices in terms of software testing strategies.

Debugging strategies and bug removal consideration debugging is the process of removal of a defect which occurs as a consequence of successful testing debugging is not testing but always occurs as a consequence of testing (fig.3). Some people are better at debugging that others. The debugging process has two basic outcomes:

1. The cause will be found and corrected or
2. The cause will not be found

The debugging process attempts to match symptom with cause there by leading to error correction. Correction approaches of debugging are brute force, backtracking and cause elimination.

Bug removal consideration may include:

- What “next bug” might be introduced by the fix that is being proposed?
- What could have been alone to prevent this bug in the first place?

CONCLUSION

There are lots of flavors in software testing. The test strategy in the summation of all the inputs in an organized test plan. The impact of test strategy in software testing is to produce a light probability of finding errors in software testing process with a minimum of resources, skills efforts and time. The software testing process is not redundant, it is neither too simple not too complex. It is a template for testing.
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